
Caring for the camera equipment 
Cleaning the lens and any attached filter 

Modern camera lenses and filters are multi-coated to remove reflection, flare and chromatic aberration etc.  These 
coatings are extremely thin and are easily damaged especially by over-cleaning or cleaning with chemicals and 
cloths.  Modern coated lenses and filters require cleaning methods very different from those used in the past.  If you 
follow the ‘good camera hygiene’ practices below, apart from an occasional dust-flick you will only be cleaning the 
lens three or four times a year at most.  If you do have to clean the lens, the following is how to do it. 

The first rule is – don’t clean the lens/filter unless it is necessary.  A tiny amount of dust is not going to spoil your 
picture.   

The second rule is – never use a lens cloth of any type; never use the type of lens tissue that  can be torn from a wad 
or book of tissues (especially the ‘hard’ type); never use ‘eraser-type’ lens cleaning pens; never use even a 
recommended lens wipe (see below) more than once. 

The third rule is – don’t use any liquids unless absolutely essential and then only a very high quality specialist 
cleaning fluid such as ‘Eclipse optic cleaning system’ (around £10 for a 95ml dropper bottle) or distilled water which 
does not contain any minerals.  Most of the cleaning fluids widely sold in photography shops or internet outlets are 
not fit for use. 

Dust.  Dust is everywhere and, especially wind-borne dust outdoors, contains tiny highly abrasive particles of sand 
and rock etc.    If a blower or blower brush is available, first blow away any surface dust by blowing from the outside 
of the lens towards the centre (this is to avoid particles of dust being trapped around the sealing ring of the lens). If 
still there is dust, next use a photographic camel-hair brush or blower brush of a type that is fully covered when not 
in use. Very, very lightly, so the brush is barely touching the lens, flick away the dust from the outside of the lens 
towards the centre lifting the brush away as you pass the lens centre.  Make sure the lens cap is clean before you 
replace it – blow and dust if necessary.  Now clean the lens brush by flicking it with your finger tip a couple of times 
and using the blower before you put the brush cap on and put the brush away in a grip-seal polythene bag. 

Raindrops/snowflakes.  Keep half a dozen ordinary ‘Kleenex’ each folded in individual small grip-seal bags in your 
camera bag (definitely not tissues that have been treated with balsam etc!).  Use the very edge (not the face) of a 
tissue to soak up a raindrop.  The tissue edge should only just touch the lens – preferably only the raindrop.  Never, 
ever, use a Kleenex to wipe the lens.  Label the bags to avoid confusing Kleenex with lens wipes. 

Cleaning a smear.  The recommended lens wipes are ‘Pec Pad’ non-abrasive wipes (£9-£10 per 100 wipes pack).  
Once opened, keep the pack in a grip-seal bag, preferably at home.  Keep half a dozen Pec Pads each folded 
separately in individual small grip-seal bags in your camera bag.  You must remove any dust from the lens first (see 
above).  Next, gently breathe on the lens so that it thinly mists and then use the folded Pec Pad to clear the smear 
area by very gently wiping in one direction only.  Clean only the smear area, let your breath evaporate from the rest 
of the lens area.  If the smear hasn’t cleared, repeat the process using a different folded quarter of the wipe.  If the 
smear still hasn’t cleared, only then use either two small drops of Eclipse lens cleaning fluid or two small drops of 
distilled water (from a dropper bottle available from a pharmacy) on to the folded Pec Pad and wipe the smear area 
in one direction only.  Repeat if necessary using another quarter of the Pec Pad with another drop of fluid.  If you 
can’t remember which quarters you have already used, get a fresh wipe.  Discard the used Pec Pad wipe - don’t put 
it back in the grip seal bag as later you might think that it is an unused pad.  Make sure the lens cap is clean and 
replace it on the lens.  Warning - a muddy smear should not be cleaned with a Pec Pad in the field as mud contains 
grit. It will need special cleaning at home using tiny amounts of distilled water, artists’ camel hair brushes etc. 

Cleaning the LCD view-screen.   The LCD view-screen will get marked with face and finger-prints.  It is not nearly as 
delicate as the lens but follow the same cleaning procedure as for a lens/filter.  



Cleaning the camera sensor.  DON’T DO IT!  The coatings on camera sensors are incredibly thin and extremely 
delicate.  They require very special cleaning fluids depending on the type of coating used and also special single-
stroke cleaning swabs.  The mechanisms around the sensor are also very delicate and the mirror has to be safely 
locked up before cleaning can begin.  Damage a sensor and you might as well throw away all but the most expensive 
camera.  Sensor cleaning requires specialist knowledge.  Dust will get on to a sensor but the odd spot of dust in an 
image can be removed by post-processing software.  If you think there is a problem with sensor dust, you should 
report this to the Team Leader. 

General care and advice. 

The camera and lenses are not waterproof – do not use the camera in heavy or driving rain.  In light rain, and only 
when a photograph is absolutely necessary, improvise some protection by using a carrier bag with a hole for the 
lens, coat over the head, assistant with an umbrella etc and use the equipment quickly.  As soon as possible after a 
session in rain or fog/mist, take the camera out of the case and let it air-dry at room temperature for several hours.  
A wet aluminium tripod can corrode and lock solid if put away damp or wet.  Extend the legs, dry off with a cloth and 
leave fully extended to air-dry at room temperature for several hours.  Do not leave cameras, lenses, tripods etc in 
polythene bags except to protect them from damp when in the field. Keep them away from other dirty equipment. 

To protect the sensor from dust, keep any lens-changes to a minimum and perform a lens change quickly.  While 
changing a lens, do it with your back to the wind and the camera pointing slightly downwards.  This will help avoid 
getting wind-borne dust particles into the camera body and on to the sensor.  If a camera case is supplied and the 
case will fit the camera body with the lens attached, leave the lens attached while in the case/bag.  Keep the camera 
body-cap and the lens back-cap safely together in a grip-seal bag – they are surprisingly expensive to replace. 

To avoid knocks, always keep the camera in the case when not in use, don’t walk around with it unprotected over 
your shoulder or in your hand.  If a protective filter has been fitted to the camera leave this in place – a damaged 
filter is cheaper to replace than a damaged lens. 

When shooting, fit the lens-hood as this will help to protect the lens and filter if the camera does get a knock.  When 
shooting, put the lens-cap in a clean inner pocket and never on the ground or in an outer coat pocket. Replace the 
lens-cap between each batch of shots but first give it a blow to clear away any pocket-dust which would otherwise 
end up on the lens.  If you do lose the lens-cap, put a Pec Pad over the lens, fix a plastic bag over that, and report the 
loss immediately. 

Before going in to the field, check your equipment.  Make sure your battery is fully charged and there is plenty of 
room on the camera memory card.  A failed battery in the field can corrupt a data card if the battery fails as the 
camera is writing data to the memory card.  

Keep any spare SDHC camera memory cards in their hard plastic cases and keep those in a small padded bag if 
possible to avoid hard knocks from other equipment.  Keep cards away from any magnetic source.  In very cold 
weather, keep the cards in an inside pocket, in very hot weather, keep them in the shade.  Do not switch the camera 
off or remove a card from the camera until you are sure the camera has finished writing to the card. 

Keep your fingers away from the lens glass.  Keep food and drink away from the camera.  Don’t fall in a bog.  Good 
shooting! 

Additional notes for camera data managers on the care of camera memory cards 

If you are authorised to do so, back up the card as soon as possible to at least two places or as directed by the 
Project.  Once backed-up, if you are clearing images from a card for its re-use, the card should either be reformatted 
in-camera or on a PC by doing a full format – do not use the Windows quick-format option since this will take up 
space on the card by leaving a compressed recoverable version of the images you thought you had deleted – 
eventually, thousands of compressed images will remain ‘invisible’ on the card.  Never edit photos directly from a 
card – you will shorten its life – edit only the backed up copies.  Use the ‘safely eject hardware’ button on your PC 



before removing a card from a card reader – never take it straight out of a card reader.  If the card becomes 
corrupted in any way stop using it immediately to avoid further data loss – most data can be recovered with special 
software. 
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